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studying the saints
resources for research in
mormon history at the

huntington library
peter J blodgett

when henry edwards huntington retired in 1910 from a
successful career in railroading and land development he turned
both his great fortune and his vast experience to the advancement
of his fondest personal avocation the collecting of rare books and
manuscripts already well known for his accomplishments as a
collector he now applied himself with greater effort to this pursuit
by the time of his death in 1927 he had assembled one of the finest
private holdings then in existence relating to anglo american
history and literature the research library established by huntington on the foundation of that private collection has remained one
of the preeminent resources for scholarship in america to this day
from the beginning it has numbered significant documents of
mormon history among its many treasures
the earliest mormon acquisitions by huntington resulted
primarily from his enthusiasm for printed americana and his
decision to buy several large collections in their entirety first and
second editions of the book of mormon for example came to his
library with the purchases of the E dwight church and augustin
macdonald collections in 1911 and 1916 the purchase in 1922 of
magners
wagner
Wag ners5 magnificent library of western americana
henry R wagners
capped this trend adding seventy eight volumes concerning morclaytona
claytons
monism alone such as a first edition of william Clay
tons renowned
saints emigrants guide by 1925 huntington had
the latter day saintsemigrantsguide
already gathered a fine collection of printed mormon titles particularly focused upon the era of immigration to and settlement of utah
peter J blodgett is curator of western historical manuscripts at the henry E
huntington library
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developerand
developer
henryedwards
and book collector
operand
henry edwards huntington 1850 1927 the devel
who devoted much of the last years of his life to gathering and preserving
an extensive collection of manuscripts and rare books emphasizing
american and english literature in time his collecting embraced western
cormons in the west to house these collections
americana which included mormons
he built and endowed the library that bears his name courtesy of the
huntington library
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in subsequent years that original collection of printed works
grew enormously in breadth and depth carefully nurtured by leslie E
bliss throughout his lengthy tenure as huntington librarian during
the 1920s under blisss
blissa administration the library began to expand
into the field of unpublished mormon materials that pursuit of
original sources reinforced huntingtons
Hunting tons own interest in collecting
the background materials necessary for scholarly research however pedestrian such materials might seem to rare book collectors
the background materials obtained for the field of western americana included letters diaries journals and reminiscences written by
latter day saints both famous and anonymous as well as by other
observant commentators
As early as 1929 the library added significant groups of
mormon manuscripts to its collections of original historical documents although not pursued initially with the vigor seen in later
years the acquisition of mormon manuscripts began with several
notable triumphs in 1929 for instance the huntington obtained a
series of six original diaries kept byjohn
by john D lee spanning a period
from 1846 to 1876 as well as assorted lee correspondence and an
original diary from rachel woolsey lee for the years 1856 60 the
papers ofofjacob
jacob S boreman prominent opponent of the LDS church
and presiding judge at the two trials of john D lee were acquired
in 1934 and in 1942 as the new deals works progress administration was winding down its operations the huntington secured
carbon copies of various pioneer reminiscences and histories as well
as original historical ephemera brought together by hugh oneil an
editor with the WPA historic records survey in utah
measured merely by these three acquisitions the library had
thus gathered a small but important collection of mormon manuscripts that touched upon the end of the crucial nauvoo period the
transcontinental flight to utah the colonization of the great basin
mormons in late
and the bitter conflict between gentiles and cormons
nineteenth century utah
11
by 1942 of course the united states had joined world war II
and most of the nations energies were absorbed by the escalating
war effort at the time it must have seemed that the preservation of
the past would have to give way to the urgent demands of the
present yet at that very moment a series of coincidental events
were about to occur that would thrust the huntington library into the
forefront of those institutions collecting mormon historical materials
1
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the first link in that chain of events was forged in 1943 when

robert glass cleland professor of history at occidental college
became affiliated with the Hunting
huntingtons
tons research staff cleland a
renowned expert in the history of california and the southwest
sought ways to promote further research in southwestern history at
the library aware of the financial support being given to the study
of regional history by the rockefeller foundation cleland prodded
the library into applying for a foundation grant the foundations
humanities program responded in august 1944 with the offer of an
annual award of 10000 a year for a five year term to support
fellowships research grants and the acquisition of both original
documents and reproductions of those materials not available for
purchase under the direction of an advisory committee headed
by cleland a southwest studies program took shape at the huntington and began to attract a distinguished community of scholars to
san marino
cleland and the rockefeller grant gave the library the impetus
and the wherewithal to collect original source materials of southwestern history the huntingtons
Hunting tons librarian leslie bliss faced the
challenge of insuring that the funds devoted each year to acquisitions were well spent bliss himself had a well deserved reputation
as an able collector and an intelligent student of western americana
but collecting on the scale envisioned by the grant suggested the
need for a full time field representative thus did the rockefeller
grant serve its most important if unintended function by triggering
the long and fruitful collaboration between the huntington library
and juanita brooks
andjuanita
ofjuanita
juanita brooks tells us
levi petersons recent biography of
much about this relationship 2 the basic details however can be
recounted quickly brooks had first come into contact with the
librarys
rarys john D
huntington in 1944 when she had learned of the lib
lee diaries she visited the library at the invitation of robert cleland
to consult them for her book on the mountain meadows massacre
after the huntington had received the rockefeller grant brooks
received one of the research fellowships in southwestern history to
continue her work apparently impressed with the caliber of her
research and with her personal contacts in the southwest bliss also
hired her under the auspices of the grant as a field agent to collect
manuscript material on the regions history through the remainder
of the 1940s and into the 1950s brooks scoured utah and northern
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juanita brooks 1898 1989 the diligent field agent for the huntington
library during the 1940s and early 1950s brooks was instrumental in
bringing many southern utah and northern arizona mormon collections to
the library
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arizona for diaries journals letters and reminiscences that would
illuminate the settlement and the growth of the great basin area in
particular she focused upon the southern portions of utah known
as dixie and during her labors harvested an enon
enormous
nous crop of
original records that were either acquired outright by the library
or copied and then returned to the owners the grants renewal in
1951 and brookss personal friendship with leslie bliss kept her
active as a field agent well into the 1950s
juanita brookss notable success as a field agent made the postwar decade a golden era for the acquisition of mormon historical
documents at the huntington the accomplishments of the next two
decades under blisss
blissa direction in that field although somewhat
more modest in scope maintained the momentum of previous
years besides a continuing influx of individual diaries journals and
autobiographies received from brooks and other sources in utah
several large and significant individual collections were added to the
lib
librarys
rarys holdings the 1959 acquisition of the papers of frederic E
lockley jr oregon historian editor and rare book dealer included various letters written by his father the editor of the salt lake
1875 to 1875 the senior Lock
leys corresponlockleys
city tribune from 1873
lockless
dence commented on many aspects of mormonism as well as on
the 1875 trial of john D lee which lockley attended in 1965 the
huntington received another collection dealing with a controversial
phase of mormon history when it obtained the original transcripts
cisn t
of
ofkimball
isn
kimball youngs interviews for his examination of polygamy isnt
one wife enough A year later the huntington purchased a group
of letters and documents concerning the business affairs of lewis C
bidamon illinois businessman and second husband of emma hale
smith widow of the mormon prophet joseph smith inspection of
that collection revealed that it contained papers of emma smith
bidamon and her son joseph smith eventual leader of the reorganized church ofjesus
ofjesus christ of latter day saints finally in the field
of printed matter bliss achieved his greatest coup with his successful
pursuit of the loughran collection in 1962 the 15000 books
pamphlets and periodicals that comprised it represented an enormous treasure trove of rare mormon documents that vastly exlibrarys
panded the lib
rarys holdings
As the 1960s closed the huntington could look back on three
extraordinarily productive decades of collecting historical mormon
materials since then the pace has slowed but the library continues
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to make significant additions to both the printed and manuscript
collections the purchase or reproduction of mormon family diaries
and journals has continued sometimes with the assistance of brooks
or other mormon scholars while fugitive copies of important printed
texts have been tracked down through dealers and private collectors in recent years the library has acquired several valuable new
pieces A very rare 1845 broadside printed in nauvoo announces the
mormons from that beleaguerer
ed city A
beleaguered
imminent departure of the cormons
beleaguer
run of zions watchman sydney australia from its inauguration
in 1853 through may 1856 includes the announcement to the
australian saints of the doctrine of plural marriage and from a later
monnon history the manuscript autobiography of almeda
period of mormon
aimeda
perry brown captures in detail the life story of a twentieth century
mormon woman who overcame great obstacles to become a
prominent member of utah state universitys faculty at an important
stage in its development
such a brief sketch can hardly do justice to the intricate history
behind the huntington Lib
rarys mormon collection it may convey
librarys
however some sense of the great breadth of resources assembled
over the last sixty years but if the mere size of this collection
commands our attention do its contents merit the scholars interest
librarys
rarys accumulated
in the field of printed works alone the lib
holdings represent an exceptionally useful resource for scholars in
many fields among the foundation texts of the mormon faith the
Hunting
huntingtons
tons rare books department possesses over 100 english
language editions of the book of mormon another 40 editions in
eighteen separate languages and examples of editions produced by
Brook sites and Whit
merites supplementwhitmerites
other groups such as the brooksites
ing those many texts are first editions of the doctrine and covenants
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints kirtland ohio
1835 the pearl of great price liverpool 1851 and parley P pratts
People new york 1837
A voice of warning and
All
allpeoplenew
andinstruction
Instruction to allpeople
ail
ali
as well as many subsequent printings
paintings
prin tings in the united states and in the
case of A voice of warning from overseas as well other volumes
in the collection include most of the salient writings authored by
early church leaders 3
over time the lib
librarys
rarys collecting also brought together an
extensive file of newspapers and periodicals documenting the
churche first half century especially of note are complete runs of
churchs
the evening and the morning star in both its original publication
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between 1832 and 1834 and its 1835 1836 kirtland ohio reissue
the latter day saints messenger and advocate kirtland ohio
Elders Journal of the church ofjesus
1834 37 and the eldersjournal
of jesus
fesus christ of
latter day saints kirtland ohio and far west mo 1837 38
other publications inform readers about events during the nauvoo
years times and seasons vols 1 6 1839 46 about the course of
the churchs
churche foreign mission endeavors latter day saints
millennial star liverpool 1840 98 and about the initial settlement
millennialstar
of the great basin deseret news vols 1 12
1850 63 and scattered
121850
issues from later periods the huntingtons
Hunting tons microfilm collection
News in particular with a copy
reinforces our holdings of the Deseret
deseretnews
of the weekly paper from 1850 through 1898 and the daily paper
from volume 1 no 1 through volume 4 no 124 november 211867
through april 15 1871
lastly in its holdings the huntington also numbers a great
many of the major printed works about the church since
Hunting tons time the library has acquired a great assortment of
huntingtons
volumes attacking defending or merely commenting upon mormonism readers may discover the reminiscences of faithful church
members and bitter apostates doctrinal works elaborating upon the
structures of belief within the church the observations of such
fascinated travelers as sir richard burton and the vast popular
literature including dramas and dime novels that used mormonism
as the backdrop to adventure
equally close study of the huntingtons
Hunting tons mormon manuscript
holdings reveals similarly impressive breadth and depth the
separate collections previously mentioned such as the bidamon
the boreman and the lee papers and such individual treasures as
an 1834 38 oliver cowdery letterbook
letter book and two volumes of diaries
kept by eliza roxcy snow for the years 1846 to 1849 constitute
by themselves a splendid array of original documents on the
mormon experience
the heart of the matter however remains the mormon file a
synthetic arrangement of manuscripts containing approximately 120
igo bound photostats
photo stats and typescripts
reels of microfilm 160
type scripts and over
1200 discrete letters and documents assembled in large part under
the sponsorship of the rockefeller foundation forty years ago
taken in toto this file now encompasses every phase of mormon
history from the era of the prophet through the exodus and the
gathering of zion to the colonization of the intermountain region
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and the evolution of modern utah while it would be impossible to
comment here upon the contents of every manuscript let me offer
several examples of the collections strengths Mormoni
sms early
mormonisms
evolution and the churche
churchs combative relations with its gentile
neighbors for instance especially in the state of missouri can be
Cow derys
followed through a number of sources besides oliver cowderys
letterbook the huntington possesses original transcripts of the court
letterbook
suits filed in 1833 by edward partridge and william W phelps in
jackson county missouri against the men who tarred and feathered
phelphs
partridge and looted phelpss
ss home in independence a microfilm
Phelp
copy of david lewiss account of the hauns mill massacre and reed
pecks 1839 manuscript sketch of Mormoni
sms missouri period
mormonisms
with the sesquicentennial of the british mission in mind it
should be noted that the mormon file includes over thirty five
diaries and journals of mormon missionaries in foreign lands most
of course portray mission work in the british isles or scandinavia
but a few describe the search for converts in such distant locations
as south africa india new zealand samoa and the sandwich
islands even those diaries kept by missionaries in the united
kingdom although concentrating upon the same general subject
reproduce the experiences of many dedicated saints over a five
decade span
other documents in the mormon file capture all the steps in
the process of gathering the faithful including the drafts of converts
raised by the foreign missions and then dispersing them across the
great basin zion to hold it for gods chosen people we can follow
many emigrants through their diaries and autobiographies on their
difficult passage from european ports or the eastern states to utah
and realize that despite the helping hand extended by the church
through such mechanisms as the perpetual emigrating fund PEF
such a journey required great reserves of strength and courage the
papers of one PEF agent in missouri william young empey outline
the funds operations for the 1854 travel season capturing with
unintended pathos the tribulations that might befall the emigrants
in a letter of april 24 1854 written from the port of liverpool
samuel W richards head of the british mission chided empey for
failing to notify him of those emigrants in the parties richards had
sent out who had died in passage the lack of news he sternly
reminded empey leaves their friends in this country in terrible
empens papers are several notebooks
suspense and among empeys
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ofpef
13 co passengers that record the names
PEF and 13s
containing lists of
of those who succumbed
at the end of that long voyage to the promised land many of
the saints soon found themselves called upon to abandon their new
homes and lay the cornerstones of new settlements in many different
parts of the great basin within the mormon file researchers can
find many diaries journals and other papers that picture the
mormon colonization of the southwest there are over twenty
journals diaries and autobiographies as well as several collections
of personal papers that describe colony building in nevada
arizona and the southern reaches of utah the edwin bunker
collection includes many personal and business papers that highlight efforts to establish the united order in bunkerville
Bun kerville nevada
between 1877 and 1879 as well as bunkers many responsibilities as
kerville during the 1880s responsibilities
bunkerville
a mormon bishop in Bun
which ranged from collecting tithes and making distributions to the
poor to laying down rules that governed the conduct of dancing
parties the united order is also the subject of emma seegmiller
orderville
Hig bees account of life at Or
higbees
derville voices from within efforts
to advance the economic development of the region can be followed
through the huntingtons
Hunting tons frederick kesler collection which inday books and account books
cludes nearly sixty volumes of daybooks
discussing the various mills that kesler a skilled practical engineer
built or operated all over the territory between 1857 and 1894
on these and many other topics mormon collections at the
huntington offer considerable scope for scholarly investigation
the complex phenomenon that is mormonism however did not
live in a vacuum and should not be studied in one the huntington
also offers scholars access to a uniquely rich array of collateral materials
Mormoni sms place in
that establishes the essential context of mormonisms
librarys
rarys superb collection of overland journals
western history the lib
for example furnishes a massive amount of information about the
trans mississippi west and about westward migration especially
during the height of the california gold rush some of these
manuscripts record the passage of their authors through the new
mormon commonwealth as a group they describe the hopes and
aspirations of western immigrants as well as the experience of overHunting tons recent acquisition of professor
land migration the huntingtons
ralph P biebers research archive deepens its resources concerning
western migration and settlement bieber accumulated an enormous
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collection of newspaper transcriptions in the course of a long career
spent studying the great rush to california in 1849 50 and the
development of the american southwest thousands of handwritten
photostatic
notecards
note cards or photo
static copies were made from hundreds of
newspapers in every state and many territories documenting
the overland trek to california the opening of the santa fe trail the
mexican war the organization of the western range cattle industry
and the establishment of overland trade and communications with
california after statehood another set of newspaper transcriptions
compiled by another leading western historian gathers together
mormons
information on the topic cormons
Mor mons and the far west dale morgan
drew upon newspapers in every state between 1809 and 1857 to
reproduce hundreds of articles that might be useful to historians of
mormonism his assiduous research like that of
ofbieber
bieber saved from
near permanent obscurity hundreds of sources residing in private
hands or in anonymous local historical collections lastly the
huntington has acquired for its reference collection hundreds of
biographical dictionaries state and county histories city directories
and microfilm copies of territorial records from the federal government pertaining to utah and several of its neighbors these
references help provide the substratum of facts necessary for much
historical research
hand list
without attempting therefore to produce a detailed handlist
that enumerates every item in the huntingtons
Hunting tons
huntingdons
dons collections this essay
has sought to describe the general contours of the collection and to
highlight some of its particular strengths the individual pieces and
specific collections cited here represent only a small portion of
the whole confronted by this vast assortment of materials what
can contemporary students of mormonism and of western american
history learn from it as they conduct their research and how
can access to it at the huntington be improved
clearly the importance of the huntingtons
Hunting tons mormon holdings
especially its numerous diaries journals and autobiographies is as
great if not greater to western history than ever before the
growing sophistication of many regional historians influenced by
new techniques of social and cultural analysis have encouraged a
mounting interest in the documentary records kept by the relatively
anonymous desirous of portraying society from the bottom up
many historians now seek to understand how individuals shaped
and in turn were shaped by the systems of belief or the social
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organizations of their times for mormon history these manuscripts
provide a great reservoir of details about all aspects of daily life in
many mormon communities from the perspectives of men and
women immigrants and old stock americans farmers and town
dwellers recent converts and second generation believers for the
social history of the american west these manuscripts chronicle
the settlement and development of a large portion of the great basin
zone often in minute detail scholars researching questions in these
fields should find a number of productive sources at hand they may
mais
mals
even have the opportunity to delve into some of the diaries jou
journals
autobiographies or life sketches that escaped inclusion in davis
Bit tons splendid guide to mormon diaries
diarfes and autobiographies
bittons
bittens
Bit
tons guide remains an absolutely essential road map with
bittons
bittens
which to plot the course of ones research in mormon diaries and
catalo guing of the
autobiographies over time however as cataloguing
mormon
monnon
non manuscripts has continued a number of
Hunting tons mon
huntingtons
original and facsimile items not known to bitton have surfaced
among these manuscripts are various accounts of foreign missions
including the holograph missionary journals of andrew henry in
ireland during 1842 and 1843 ira hinckley in new zealand during
1882 and 1883 and edwin T wooley in england during 1884 as well
as microfilm copies of william fotheringhams mission journals from
india china and south africa in 1854 55 and 1861 62 other
original or reproduced manuscripts that were not listed in bitton
include life sketches of sariah louisa chamberlain margaret miller
watson de witt lorin fair
farr george elmer gardner silas harris
fart
heber jarvis zadoc judd mons larson james richey george
outzan smith
thomas rogers george H rothrock august maria gutzan
maurettajohnson
johnson smith and barry wride autobiographies of
janet mauretta

asahel woodruff burk joan walker fotheringham john addison
hunt james W le sueur So phrania moore martin samuel miles
lemuel harrison redd and william henry streeper and reminiscences of thomas day anna maria hafen and mary minerva judd
also worthy of note in the mormon file are journals kept by elias H
blackburn 1904 1905 harriet bunting 1885 90 prime thornton
coleman 1879 1930 joab collier 1874 75 and 1889 william
farrer 1849 54 james holt 1841 53 sarah sturdevant leavitt
1874 75 knud swensen 1857 1902 dana 0 walton 1890
1901 and edwin thomas wooley 1884 86 and 1900 1906 as well
badham 1886
as diaries written by james G bleak 1873 J R bodham
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cox 1852
67 moses H farnsworth 1862 64 osmer
185267
1896 1938
0938 A H hill 1865 george W mccune
4938
dennis flake 18964938
1896 98 emma W neilson 1887 1916 george pectol 1871 98
ethan pettit 1855 91 john H richards 1876 92 and william
wride 1898 1901
unfortunately the substantial number of relatively untapped
sources within our collection points up the existence of certain
orville

S

problems that have hampered efficient use of our mormon manuscripts in the past stemming in large part from the sheer bulk of the
mormon file and from the manner in which it was gathered during
the late 1940s and early 1950s as original and facsimile copies of
mormon manuscripts poured into the library through the efforts
of juanita brooks and others the number of acquisitions taxed
the resources of the institution to accession and organize them
rapidly enough to remain current with new acquisitions at a time
when large additions were being made to the holdings in other
fields although no detailed records exist discussing the lib
librarys
rarys
plans for the mormon file it seems likely that the file was created
as a temporary expedient to absorb all the mormon manuscripts in
a common grouping
the author card file established to inventory all these manuscripts served for a number of years with some success as the
mormon
monnon
non file the card files structure
primary finding aid for the mon
however has always imposed intractable limits upon its utility the
only bibliographic data common to each card has been the authors
name if the initial precataloguing examination failed to reveal the
inclusive dates or descriptive information about the subjects discussed in the manuscript then such incon
information
infon
nation was omitted under
the assumption that the collection would soon be receiving more
systematic attention for the same reason almost no subject
indexing was done on these texts many items were not even
assigned call numbers since it was expected that the entire file would
be reorganized today the lack of call numbers slows down the
process of locating and retrieving these manuscripts for readers and
for photo reproduction orders the lack of chronological detail
and of subject indexing makes it very difficult for researchers to identify
sources containing information on specific topics unless they have
prepared a list of relevant individuals whose names can be cross
checked against our card index under some circumstances therefore the mormon file can be a cumbersome tool to use
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despite all these difficulties many historians have drawn upon
the rich resources of the Hunting
tons collections we expect that
huntingtons
this trend will only increase therefore the library has embarked on
a long
term project to remedy the existing problems with the
longterm
mormon file an item by item review of its contents will produce
necessary bibliographic information about each piece including in
the case of reproductions details about the original manuscript
that will enable scholars through comparison with guides such as
Bittons to verify whether they are reading an exact copy of an
bittons
bittens
catalo guing will be accompaoriginal or a variation standardized cataloguing
nied by indexing of the most significant subjects in the card
catalogue under library of congress subject headings eventually
this review will result in a full printed inventory of all mormon items
mormon
monnon
non file that
and perhaps a computerized data base for the mon
could be updated routinely
mormons and
tons relationship with the history of cormons
huntingtons
the Hunting
mormonism has been a long and successful one since its founding
the library has assembled a collection of mormon materials with
few parallels outside of utah it has hosted several generations of
scholars who have authored many fine historical or biographical
studies the projected reorganization of the mormon file now in the
preliminary stages will enhance the files accessibility to readers at
rarys ability to assist serious
librarys
the huntington and improve the lib
advanced research in mormon history for many years to come
researchers seeking more information about manuscripts
librarys
rarys
mentioned in this essay or about other portions of the lib
mormon holdings are encouraged to inquire of the department of
manuscripts the department of rare books or the reader services
department huntington library 1151 oxford road san marino
california 91108 41 since the library is not a public institution
researchers should also contact the department of reader services
for further information about guidelines for admission and applications for reading privileges
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notts
NOTES
NOITS

leonard J arrington ed crusade against theocracy the reminiscences
of
ofjudgejacob
judge jacob smith boreman of utah 1872 1877 huntington library quarterly
24 november 1960 1 4455
21
see levi peterson juanita brooks mormon woman historian salt lake
city university of utah press 1988 esp chapter 5 see also juanita brooks jest
a copyin
quarterly57
37
57 fall 1969 375 95
copain word fr word utah historical quarterly
3
see the brief sketch by peter crawley mormon americana at the
aljournal
journal ofmormon
huntington library dialogue A ajournal
of mormon thought 6 autumn winter

1380

1971
138 40
0
1971138

for more information about the history of the library see john E pomfret
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